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Dr Rolf Gomes enjoys a
late afternoon break from
consulting in his ‘heart bus’ at
Goondiwindi, Queensland.

BIG
HEART
Delivering specialist medical services to
people in the bush has become both a passion
and an obsession for Dr Rolf Gomes.
STORY + PHOTOS NATHAN DYER
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n a bright August afternoon in Goondiwindi,
a red heeler waits for its owner in the back of
a LandCruiser ute. Nearby, a semitrailer with
the words ‘Heart of Australia’ emblazoned on
its side is parked beneath jacaranda trees beside the town’s
tennis courts. Inside the 25-metre-long custom-built
trailer a waiting room, two consulting rooms and a testing
room are filled with the tools required to perform stateof-the-art cardiology assessments.
Over the course of the afternoon, a dozen people come
and go from the truck, until, at 7pm, with the Queensland/
New South Wales border town cloaked in darkness, Dr Rolf
Gomes emerges. Moments later, the Brisbane cardiologist
takes a call from the wife of a city client who’s just had
surgery. The call lasts 20 minutes. Since waking at five
o’clock in his city home, the 44-year-old physician has
somehow managed to get his kids to soccer training at 7am,
drive to Toowoomba to rendezvous with the truck, and make
the 250-kilometre journey south-west to Goondiwindi. It’s
the sort of day that would have most people gasping for
breath, but far from exhaustion, Rolf projects enthusiasm as
he walks down the town’s main street in search of dinner.
Later, over beef and black bean stir-fry at the local
Chinese restaurant, Rolf reels off the statistics that have
made the ‘heart bus’ the stuff of legend in the outback
Queensland towns it visits on a fortnightly circuit. Since
hitting the road in October 2014, the service has seen
almost 4000 patients. In the first six months, alone, nine
were referred for open-heart surgery. “More than 100
people are alive today because of the simple fact this
truck rolled into town,” Rolf says.
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ABOVE: Mark and Sylvia Gomes with their children (l-r) Bruce, Clare, Rolf and Floyd (in Sylvia’s arms).
OPPOSITE: Rolf checks on patient Shirley Hunt during a visit to Goondiwindi.

The truck and its entourage of specialists
covers close to 100,000km each year, visiting
Dalby, Stanthorpe, Goondiwindi, St George,
Charleville, Roma, Emerald, Barcaldine,
Longreach, Winton, Hughenden, Charters
Towers and Moranbah. “Some of these towns
have struggled to find a GP in the past, and
now they’ve got this state-of-the-art cardiac
and respiratory lab at their doorstep every
fortnight,” says Rolf, grinning over a plate of
steamed greens. “So no-one can say that you
can’t bring services out into the bush, because
it’s now been shown that you can.”
Although it’s a story he’s deeply proud of,
Rolf is quick to point out that it’s not rocket
science. “What we’ve done is sort out the
delivery chain – this is just basic medicine, but
it’s mobilising that medicine for the masses,”
he says. “Because Joe Blow who’s got pain in
his chest a long way from anywhere deserves
a chance at staying alive just as much as John
Smith who can duck out in his lunch break
and come and see me in my city practice.”
It’s a long way from his childhood in Calcutta,
India – a city he describes as an “ants’ nest of
humanity”, recalling his upbringing in a tworoom house with no car, washing machine or
TV. “But that’s middle class in Calcutta,” he
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says. Despite the family’s relative affluence,
poverty was always close by. “When your dad
tells you to eat all your food because of the
starving kids, you don’t have to turn on National
Geographic to see them, you just have to look
out the window and they’re there,” he says. “I
still hate seeing food go to waste for that reason,
because I know what the starving kids look like.”
Although he recalls a good childhood, Rolf
says life was tough for his father, a commerce
graduate who worked as a customs officer for
a shipping company, and his mother, an arts
graduate who worked as a secretary for Dunlop.
When Rolf was 10, his parents decided to
move to Australia. The death of their eldest
son, Clive, when Rolf was 18 months old, and
the prospect of their children needing double
degrees to land even basic jobs in India were
key drivers. The Gomes arrived at Melbourne
airport with four suitcases, four children and
$200. They eventually settled into the roughand-tumble inner-city suburb of East St Kilda
and started building a new life in Australia.
It didn’t take long for Rolf to learn the
more important aspects of Australian culture.
“I remember a kid walked up to me and said,
‘Which AFL team do you barrack for?’ and
I had no idea what he was talking about and
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The Kenworth K200
prime mover and 25-metre
custom-built trailer
designed by Rolf Gomes for
Heart of Australia.

he said, ‘Don’t worry, just tell people you barrack for
Collingwood,’ and that’s how I became a Collingwood
supporter,” recalls Rolf, laughing.
With the family settled into suburban Australian life,
Rolf went through school in Melbourne, eventually
studying electrical engineering at Melbourne University
and landing a job with a petrochemical company making
plastics. “I liked engineering, and maths and science,
but on a day-to-day level I like chatting to people,” says
Rolf, explaining how after two years behind a desk he
realised engineering wasn’t for him.
When he heard about a new graduate medical
course at the University of Queensland, he knew what
he wanted to do. He moved to Brisbane and started
medicine at 24, graduating four years later, in 2001. As
a junior registrar on country rotation he visited Palm
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Island, Biggenden, Blackall, Roma, Tambo and Isisford.
Although he’d spent all his life in cities, the bush
immediately affected him. “I liked the environment – the
open spaces where you could see to the horizon and not
be distracted by traffic lights and buildings,” he says. “It
allowed my brain to stretch; I felt comfortable there, the
people had more time, and it was less pretentious.”
It didn’t take long for the junior cardiologist to realise
there was a glaring gap in services between the city and
the country, and the engineer inside him started looking
for a solution. “I thought this is crap, we can send a man
to the moon, we can build babies in test tubes and we can
split atoms, but we can’t bring basic services out to these
people,” Rolf says. “The more I thought about it, the more
I thought we’ve really got to find a solution. I thought it
can’t be as hard as people were saying it was.”

Returning to the city, Rolf completed his cardiology
training and set up a private practice, Medihearts, in the
inner Brisbane suburb of Taringa. But, as his city practice
grew, the idea of taking his services to the bush became
an obsession. He decided a custom-built truck was the
solution and started planning the design, talking to
outback communities about their needs and looking for
partners to help fund the $2 million mobile clinic.
Although the need was obvious, Rolf says the business
case didn’t stack up because of the high overheads
and logistical costs involved. “If you took this to your
accountant as a business case they’d say you need your
head read, but there’s a social case,” he says. “So the
question became, how do you start with a social case
and build a business case around it.” Despite plenty of
knockers, Rolf pushed the criticism aside and slowly

the pieces of the puzzle came together. Among others,
Arrow Energy came on board as major financial sponsor,
Kenworth provided a K200 prime mover, and IOR
Petroleum provided the fuel. “We had people who were
willing to pitch in for what they thought was a genuinely
good idea, but we still didn’t have enough,” Rolf says.
After three years, and with the idea close to being
realised, Rolf suggested to his wife Kylie that they
refinance their house to come up with the extra
$800,000 needed to get the truck on the road. “There
wasn’t a lot of dinner-table discussion for a few weeks,”
he says, grinning. “But she knew that I’d been trying so
hard for years to bring this thing to life and we’d got so
close, so in the end she said yes.”
Fast forward four years and Heart of Australia has
become much more than a truck. With the service
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Rolf with (l-r) truck driver Peter Dobson, operations manager Chris Wilson and sonographer Mohammed Safeer Kundukandathil.

roster now numbering 30 people, including six fulltime management staff, and part-time cardiologists,
sonographers, endocrinologists, respiratory physicians, a
gastroenterologist and a neurologist, and more specialists
ready to sign up, Rolf says the next step is to expand into
other states. “Because this is a national problem,” he says,
adding that country people are 44 percent more likely to
die of heart disease than their city counterparts.
Balonne Shire Council mayor Richard Marsh says Heart
of Australia’s impact on his region and the town of St
George can’t be underestimated. “People who would have
had great difficulty transporting themselves to Brisbane or
Toowoomba for tests now drive five minutes and they’re at
the bus, have their tests done, and five-minutes later they’re
home again, so its great for them,” he says.
According to Richard, Rolf ’s genuine commitment
to the bush is the reason the idea has become a reality.
“He’s not driven by personal benefit or achievement,
he’s driven by a will to provide better medical services
to those who have difficulty getting to the centres that
have those services,” Richard says. “Rolf is probably one
of the most genuine people you’ll ever meet – it wouldn’t
matter who you spoke to in any of the towns he visits,
I’m sure they’d tell you the same thing.”
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For people like Shirley Hunt, the benefits are clear.
“The set-up is unbelievable,” says the 69-year-old who’s
called Goondiwindi home her whole life. “It means
you haven’t got the expense of travelling, overnight
accommodation and family having to take time off
work to get you there,” she says, after stepping out of a
consultation with Rolf. “With this bus, I only have to
walk across the road.”
Looking back, Rolf says he’s forever grateful to his
wife Kylie – for allowing him to do what he has done –
as well as his mother Sylvia and late father Mark, who
instilled in him a hard-working ethos and encouraged
him to aim high. He hopes his own three children
will share the same drive to make the world a better
place. “I hope they develop a generosity of spirit, where
they realise we don’t necessarily have to be all about
ourselves,” he says. “And I’d like them to have big ideas.”
As his big idea goes from strength to strength, Rolf
says the rewards far outweigh the challenges. “The great
thing about this program is that if you ask me what are
some of the best outcomes we’ve achieved I can just
shut my eyes and picture the faces of 10 people who are
alive today because this truck rolled into town,” he says.
“We are literally keeping people alive.”
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